ON A CERTAIN NUMERICAL
INVARIANT OF LINK TYPES
BY

KUNIO MURASUGI

1. Introduction.
Let / be an (oriented) tame link^) of multiplicity p in a
3-sphere S3, and let Lbe a diagram, i.e. the image under a regular projection
of S3 into S2. To L we can associate an integral square matrix M, called the
matrix of a link / ([13], [14], also see §3). The quadratic form f(xy,x2,---,xn)
associated to the symmetric matrix M + M' induces some invariants of the original link type, where M' denotes the transposed matrix of M [19], [22].
In this paper, we shall especially consider the signature a(f) of the quadratic
form/(xx, •■•,x„) associated to M + M'. The invariance of o(f) was proved by
Trotter for p = 1 [22]. For the general case, it is not so difficult to prove that
it is also an invariant of the link type (Theorem 3.1).
In §3, we shall define the matrix of a link for the convenience of the reader.
In §5 we shall show that for any alternating link the signature is calculated immediately from the matrix. Then, from the properties of the matrix of a special
alternating knot, it follows:
Theorem 5.5.
trivial knot.

Any special alternating knot is not amphicheiral unless it is a

§§6-8 are concerned with slice knots or links, which were first defined by
Fox and Milnor [4]. In determining the signature of a link(2) of this kind, the
nullity of the matrix plays an important role. The nullity is determined easily
from the Alexander matrix [3, II] rather than the matrix of a link. This is the
reason to establish some relations between them in §4. In §8, the concept of a
slice knot is generalized to the case of links, and a slice link in various senses
will be defined. Cf. [5]. In particular, we obtain the following necessary condition for a knot to be a slice knot.
Theorem 8.3.

If a knot is a slice knot, then the signature is always zero.

Received by the editors May 27, 1963.
(i) A link / of multiplicity ¡j, consists of p. ordered, oriented circles ly, • ■•, lß imbedded in the
3-sphere S3. Two links / and /' are of the same type or isotopic if p = ¡i' and there exists an
orientation preserving homeomorphism / of S3 onto itself such that f\l(=
l¡ and /1 /, is also
orientation preserving, f = 1, 2, •••,/*. A knot is a link of multiplicity p = 1. For any link, we
select a "point of infinity" ooe S3 — / and consider S3 — oo as a Cartesian product R1 x R1 x Rl.
(2) By the signature of a link / is meant the signature of the quadratic form f(xx, •• •, x.)
associated to the matrix M + M', where M is the matrix of /. See (3.10) in 83.
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Since the signature 01 ihe product knot (in the sense of [17]) is the sum of
that of each component (Coro'lary 7.4), this theorem implies almost immediately
Theorem 8.9.

TAe granny

knot is not a slice knoti3).

This theorem was proved recently by J. J. Andrews by means of the Minkowski unit
It is well known [18], [21] that given a link / there exists an orientable tame
connected surface in S3 spanning /. Therefore we may consider a locally flat
connected surface in the upper half space of S4 spanning /. The minimum genus
A* of these surfaces is a link invariant. §9 is devoted to prove the following:

Theorem 9.1. TAe absolute value of the signature of a link of multiplicity p
is not greater than 2A* + p — 1.

Finally it would be interesting to investigate the relationship between the signature and other invariants of a knot. This last section will be concerned with
the unknotting number of a knot. The unknotting number is a knot invariant
which was first introduced by Wendt in 1937 [23]. Up to the present, only a few
results have been found [10], [23]. In §10 we shall prove
Theorem 10.1. TAe absolute value of the signature of a knot is not greater
than twice the unknotting number.

This theorem assures the existence of a prime knot whose unknotting number
is a given natural number n. For example, the torus knot of type (2« + 1,2) has
the unknotting number n.
The author acknowledges his gratitude to Professor Fox for his kindly suggestions.
2. Equivalence of matrices. We begin with definitions of equivalence of two
matrices.
Definition 2.1. Two n x n integral matrices are said to be s-equivalent if one
is transformed into the other by a finite sequence of certain operations

A/" (i = 1,2,3) defined as follows:
Ax: A->TAT',

A,: A

with Tintegral and unimodular,
q¡ being integers,

A,: A

(J) The granny knot is the product of the trefoil knot with itself [4].
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If two matrices to be considered are symmetric, then they are said to be
S-equivalent if one is transformed into the other by a finite sequence of operations A?1, Ai*1:

0

Ai: A

0 1
10

From the definition, it follows
(2.1)

// M and

N are s-equivalent,

then their

symmetrized

matrices,

M + M' and N + N', are S-equivalent.
Any integral symmetric matrix A can be expressed in a diagonal form by a
unimodular matrix R of rational numbers, i.e.

RAR' =

a¡ being rational numbers.
j

Then we can define a(A), the signature of A, as follows:

Definition 2.2.
n

aiA) = Z signa¡,
¡ =i
where sign a¡ = a¡/\ a¡ \ if a¡ # 0, and sign 0 = 0.
It is clear that
(2.2) aiA) is an invariant of the S-equivalence class.
As one practical method to calculate the signature of a given matrix, the following well-known theorem will frequently be used [9].
(2.3) Let A be a symmetric matrix of rank n. Then there is a sequence
A0 = l.AijAj,—,A„
icalled the a-series), of principal minors of A satisfying
the following conditions:

(1) A¡ is an i x i principal minor of Ai+1 (/ = 1,2,•■•,« —1).
(2) No two consecutive matrices A¡ and Ai + 1 are both singular.
The signature of A is, then, given by

(2.4)

a(A) = Z sign (det A¡ • det A,+x),
1= 0

wAere detA0 = 1.

3. The matrix of a link. Let / be a link in S3 of multiplicity p and let L be
a diagram of /. Let p be a regular projection of S3 into S2. The orientation of
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Lis determined by that of l. Lis a 1-dimensional complex in S 2. To define the
matrix by means of Lwe consider the following two cases.
Case I. L is connected.
L consists of some number, n say, of vertices Cy,c2,---,c„ and 2n edges
ey,e2,--,e2n, that are oriented and closed. Then the set of all e¡ is divided into
some subsets Ty,T2,---,Tq in such a way that
(3.1) (1) Tt is an m-circuit(4).
(2) T¡ is a cycle with respect to the orientation of L.
(3) The inverse image p~1iTi)nl has m components. T¡ will be called a
Seifert circuit. On the other hand, Ldivides S2into n + 2 regions ry,r2, —,rB + 2,
that are open and connected. The Seifert circuits are classified into the following
two classes:
Definition 3.1. T¡ is of the first type if it bounds a region r¡. Otherwise T¡
is of the second type.
If Lcontains no Seifert circuit of the second type, then Lis called a special
diagram of /. /is called a special alternating link if I possesses a diagram that
is special and alternating.
Now let Cy,C2,--,Cm be Seifert circuits of the second type in L. Since \C¡\
is a simple closed curve in S2, it divides S2 into simply connected domains
| C¡\+ and | Ct\~. Let D(yx,--,ym) be the closure of | C, |yi n ••• n | Cm|Vm,where
y, denotes + or — . Then it is easy to show that
(3.2) Only m + 1 of the sets D(yx,---,ym) are nonempty.
Let them be
Dy,D2,--,Dm+1, called the Seifert domains. The boundary Dx of D¡ consists
of some Seifert circuits of the second type, and D¡ and D¡ (i #7) have at most
one Seifert circuit of the second type in common.
Further, ry,r2,---,r„ + 2 are classified into two classes, a and ß, in such a way

that
(3.3) r¡ belongs to the class ß, or rt is a ß-region, if t, is a Seifert circuit of
the first type. Otherwise, r, belongs to the class a, or r¡ is an a-region.
This classification possesses the following properties [13].
(3.4) (1) No two ß-regionsare
adjacent, i.e. the boundaries of two ß-regions
have no edge in common.
(2) If two a-regions are adjacent, then the common edges belong to some
Seifert circuits of the second type.
Now at each vertex c in L, at most four different regions meet, and at least
two among these four regions are a-regions and contained in the same Seifert
domain, D¡ say. Then we say c belongs to D¡. It is clear that
(4) An m-circuit T is a 1-complex with m~¿. 1 edges whose underlying space, denoted by
I T\ , is a simple closed curve; a 1-complex P is a cycle with respect to an orientation if in the
free abelian group generated by the vertices of P, ZeeP {(terminal end point of e) — (initial

end point of e)} = 0. See [1].
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Every vertex belongs to one and only one Seifert domain.

Let L¡ = D¡nL and consider p-1(JL¡) = /¡. I¡ consists of some number of
arcs in /. Especially for any vertex c, p ~1 (c) consists of two points c *and c (5).
If a vertex c is in D( but does not belong to D¡, then two points c and c that
are in the boundary of lt can be joined by a segment c" in S3 such that
pic* Uc" Uc") = c. Thus we obtain a link /; from I¡ such that p(/,) =L¡. It
should be noted that L¡ has no Seifert circuit of the second type, i.e. L¡ is a special
diagram of lt. We shall denote it symbolically, disregarding order, by

Similarly, L= Lx* L2* ■■■
* Lm+X.
Now for each vertex c of L, we shall define three indices n, e and d.
Definition 3.2. (1) Let c belong to a Seifert domain, Dk say. Then nie) is defined as + 1 or — 1 according as the rotation to make the overpass through c
coincide with the underpass in an a-region contained in Dk is clockwise or counter-

clockwise.
(2) For any region r¡, if c is not in f¡, then dr,(c) = 0. Otherwise drfc) is defined as follows. Let r} be the region that is opposite to rt with respect to c.

(i) If i=f,

then dnic) = 0.

(ii) If / #y, then dri(c) = 1 or 0 according as r¡ is on the left with respect to
the direction of the underpass at c or not.
Suppose r¡, and hence r¡, is contained in Dk. Then erfc) is defined as fol-

lows.
(3) (i) If c is not in r¡, or does not belong to Dk or if i =j, then £ri(c) =0.
(ii) Otherwise, er.(c) = 2d,.(c) — 1.
By means of these indices, the matrix M of I with respect to L is defined as
follows :
Definition 3.3. M is a block matrix:
M = (Mij),,j
"*H

where w; denotes

the number

-<

— (ûpî)p?

= l,2,-,m+l>
= i2,

of a-regions

••-,»(>

contained

in D¡, and

= Xt,ic)dXpic),

where the summation extends over all vertices that are in the intersection of the
boundaries of two different a-regions Xp and Xq, both contained in Dt, and
(5) The one of c* and c" with the larger z-coordinate is the overcrossing and the other is
the undercrosstng. The small segment of / containing the overcrossing or undercrossing will be
called the overpass or underpass.
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W(

fl(i)-Z
"pp —

¿* a(i)
apq>
q = l;p*q

(2)

M,j = (ttr-l.-.w,;,-!.-

b™

=

w,

(¿ * S),

Z n(c)dXr(c)eX3(c),

where the summation extends over all vertices that are in the intersection of the
boundaries of two a-regions Xr and Xs, contained in D¡ and D¡ respectively.
From the definition we see immediately
(3.6) £acA row and column in Mit corresponds to each a-region contained

in Dt.
(3.7)

At least one of M¡j or MJt is a zero matrix for i ■£j and

Z &«"= Z b<«>= o.
r=l

s=l

Case II. L consists of p (=2)
connected components
The matrix of I with respect to L is defined as follows.
M(1)

Él),---,Úp).

0

M<2)

M =
M(p)
M(P+Dj

where M(i) (i = l,—,p) denotes the matrix of /(i) = p_1(L(i)) with respect to
L(,), and M(p+1) denotes a p x p zero matrix.
Here we shall introduce some notations which will be used in the future.
Let N be an m x n matrix. Then by

n(Pi "' p')
is denoted the r x s matrix consisting of pjth row, —, prth row and qtth column,
—, gsth column, of N. In particular, by Nipy ••• pr) is denoted the r x r matrix

n(Pí - M.
\Pl

■- Pr/

Further, by
Ñ(Pl-Pr\

is denoted the im — r) x in — s) matrix obtained from N by striking out pyth
row, —,prth row and ^th column, •••, qsth column, and in particular,
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Ñ(Pl-Pr)=Ñ(!'i'"Pr).
\Pl

•■■Prl

Now let M = (Mtj) be the matrix of / with respect to L, and let M* be the
principal minor of M obtained by striking out the row and column containing
a diagonal element a(£r. in each Mn (i = 1,2,—,m + 1). In other words, we
can choose m + 1 positive integers qx,■■■,qm+x such that M* =M(qx — qm+i).
M* will be called the L-principal minor of the type (q1,---,qm + x) of M.
If Lconsists of p connected components, then M* is defined as follows:
M(1>*

0
M(2)*

M"

M(p)*
M(P+1)*J

where M(i)* (1 g j g p) denotes the L-principal minor of M(i) with respect to
L(i), and M(,,+1)*denotes the (p-1) x (p-1) zero matrix.
From the definitions we see immediately that
(3.8) detM* is independent of the choice of diagonal elements fl,,,r<.
More precisely,
(3.9)

TAe s-equivalence

class of M* is independent

of the choice of ar\rt.

Moreover, we have the following
Theorem 3.1. TAe s-equivalence class of M* is an invariant
and so is the S-equivalence class of M* + M*'.

of link types,

This theorem can be proved as follows. If two link diagrams represent two
links of the same type, then one is deformed into the other by finite sequences
of certain deformations Clf1 (¿ = 1,2,3) defined in [16, p. 7]. Consequently
to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that no deformation íif1 alters
the s-equivalence class of the matrix. Proof can be given in various stages. Since
the treatment on each stage is an elementary matter, we omit details.
Thus since the s-equivalence class of M* depends only on the link type, we
shall call it the L-principal minor of I. From Definition 2.2 and (2.2) we see
(3.10) TAe signature a(M* + M*') is an invariant of the link type of I which
will be called the signature of I and denoted by a(l).

(3.11) TAe nullity(6), n(M* + M*'), of M* + M*' is also an invariant of
the link type of I; n(M* + M*') + 1 will be called the nullity of I and denoted
by nil).
(6) By the nullity n(A) of a matrix A is meant the number of columns minus the rank of A-
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4. Alexander matrix.
Let G be the group of a link I of multiplicity p, i.e.
G = 7ty(S3 — l). G is a quotient group of a free group X of finite rank by anormal
subgroup. The associated homomorphism of X onto G is denoted by cj>: X -> G.
The natural homomorphism from G onto its commutator quotient group G/G'
is denoted by \¡/. G/G' is a free abelian group of rank p generated by f1,—,i<1,
which are specified as follows. Z¡is the element of G (mod G') which is represented
by an oriented loop w in S3 — I such that the linking number of w with the jih
component of / is equal to + 1 or 0 according as j = i or not. Further, the natural
homomorphism from G/G' onto an infinite cyclic group Z generated by Z is
denoted by v, i.e. v(Z,) = Z for i = 1,2, —,/t. These three homomorphisms
cb,
\¡i and v are uniquely extended to ring homomorphisms between the integral
group rings JX, JG, J(G/G') and JZ. These ring homomorphisms will be denoted by the same letters.
In the preceding section, we knew that the S-equivalence class of an integral
symmetric matrix M* + M*' is an invariant of a link type. Moreover, the equivalence class of a matrix M — ZM'over JZ, in the sense of Fox [3, II, p. 199],
is an invariant of link type. This follows immediately from the proposition:
(4.1) If two integral matrices M and N are s-equivalent, then M — tM'
and N — tN' are equivalent

over JZ.

This result follows almost at once from the definition
s-equivalence.

of equivalence and

Theorem 4.1. Let I be a link. Then there exists a link /' isotopic to I such
that the group G of I' possesses a presentation G=(xy,---,x„:
ru —,r„) satisfying

(4.2)

«E

where M denotes the matrix

of I' with respect to its diagram

l öx,;ii

-M-tM',
L' and 9 = vij/cb.

Proof. It is not difficult to show that any link can be deformed isotopically
to a link /' that has a connected and special diagram L'.
Now as is shown in (3.3) we can divide all regions of S2 that are divided by
L', into two classes, a and ß. Let n and m be the number of a- and ^-regions.
Then we associate the generators x¡ and y} of a free group X of rank n + m to aregions and ß-regions respectively. Let Cy,---,cq be double points of L'on the
boundary of a yS-region B¡. Then dBjiCi)depends only on B¡. Thus we can classify
all /?-regions into two classes 230 and 231 as follows:

(4.3) If dBj(c¡) = 0 ZAenB¡ belongs to 230■ Otherwise B} belongs to '¡By.
Now take a ß-region, By say, belonging to 53!, and fix it. Next to every double
point c of L', we associate an element w(c) of X as follows : Suppose that the
four regions g¡, gj, gk and g¡ meet at c in such a way that we pass through these
regions in the cyclic order just named as we go around the point c counterclock-
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wise. Among these regions, just two nonconsecutive regions, g¡ and gk say, are
jS-regions. Suppose g¡ belongs to 230. Then wie) is defined as yftf1 ykxf1 or
y¡x¡~iykXj~1 according as /7(c) = 1 or — 1. Since L has n + m — 2 double points,
we have n + m — 2 elements wx,---,wn + m_2 of X. Then G has a presentation
(4.4)

G =(x1,...,x„,y1,.-.,ym:

This is known as the Dehn presentation

wx, —,w„ + m_2, yt).

of the group of a link. It is easy to show

[12] that

(4.5)

0(x¡) = t, for i = 1, —,n, and
0(yj.) = r2 or 1 according as By belongs to 2?0 or not.

The next step is to eliminate all y¡. Let H be the graphV1) of Land let H*
be the dwa/ graph. Take a maximal tree Tin H and fix it. Each vertex of Tis the
center A- of B¡ and each edge contains one and only one double point of L'. For
any vertex b¡, there is a unique path PXj from bx, the center of Bx, to bj. By
means of this path PXj, a given yy.can be written in the form: y,- = m¡y^f, where
Uj is an element of the subgroup Xx of Xgenerated by x^—,x„. Since yx — 1
in G, we can eliminate all y} and m relators from (4.4), and we obtain the following presentation:
(4.6)

G=(x1,-,x„:

RX,-,R„_X),

where the R¡ are nontrivial relators that are obtained from some wk by replacing

yi by uju'j.
Now consider a maximal tree of H* which is disjoint to T. Such a tree exists
and it is determined uniquely. We denote it by T*. T* is a dwaZ tree of T. Vertices
of T* are centers of a-regions. Since R¡ corresponds to a double point, c¡ say,
that is not contained in T, and since these double points are contained in
T*, we see each R¡ one-one corresponds to each edge, /¡say, of T*. Let/j,—,/p
be edges incident to a vertex vk of T*. Since/,- contains only one double point,
Cj say, we can assign a relator, Rj say, to/;. Let Q¡ be the set of all elements of

the free group Xx of the form: R^R^—Rfc where (it ¿2— ip) is a permutation
of (12 —p) and Sj =eWkic¡)nic¡), Wk denoting the a-region whose center is vk.
Select an element S¡ from each Q¡ as its representative. Then {SX,---,S„} constitutes a complete system of defining relations of G, for T* is a maximal tree.
In other words, we obtain the following presentation of G:
(4-7)

G=(x1,-,x„:

Sx,-,Sn).

It is not so difficult to show from (4.5) that (4.7) is a presentation
quired type, q.e.d.

of the re-

(7) Take a point in each a- or ß-region and fix it. It is called the center of a region. Then
by the graph (or the dual graph) of L is meant the 1-complex obtained by connecting the centers
of a-regions (or of ^-regions) with the double points lying on their boundaries by simple arcs.
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matrix(8)

at t = —1 is equal

to the nullity of its link.
Moreover, denoting the reduced Alexander polynomial
A(z), we have from Theorem 4.1,

(4.9)

of V, hence of /, by

eA(t) = txdet(M*-tM*'),

where X is an integer so that the least degree of a term ofA(t) is zero, and s = ± 1.
In particular, if Lis a diagram of an alternating link, then we can prove that

1=0

[13]. That is to say,

(4.10)

eA(z) = det(M* - tM*'), or, equivalently, detM* #0.

In the following to fix A(z), we may assume that A(l) _ 0. Therefore, since
det(M* - M*') = 0, always we may assume in (4.9) and (4.10) that e = + 1.
5. Signature of alternating links. A link / is said to be splittable if there
is a 2-sphere S2 cz S3 — I such that both components of S3 — S2 contain points
of /. More precisely, we say that / is split into n components ly,---,ln, or n links
ly,---,ln are separated from one another, if there are n —1 disjoint 2-spheres
Si,-,S„_icS3-l
such that each component of Ss—\J*Zt
S¡ contains one
component lt of I. I is denoted, then, by l = lto ••• o ln. Similarly, a diagram L
of I is said to be separated if L consists of n, say, disjoint 1-complexes in S .
A link to be considered in this section is assumed to be nonsplittable unless
otherwise mentioned.

Lemma 5.1.

// / is an alternating

link, then A( —1) # 0 and

sign A(0)

= signA(-l).
Proof. Since I is an alternating link, A(t) # 0 [1]. Thus we can write
A(z) = c0 + cyt + ■■■
+ c/, d = 1, where (-if+JCiCj ^ 0, for any i,j [1], [13].

Since c0 ¥=0, we have c0A(-1) = c0 "LU^-tfc,

= c20+ ¿f. yi-ifc^t

Therefore we see that A( —1) ^ 0 and signc0 = sign A(— 1).
Lemma

5.2.

// / is a special alternating

^ c2,> 0.

q.e.d.

link, then |<r(/)| is equal to the

degree of A(t).
Proof.

Let Lbe a diagram of /, which is special alternating.

Then the n x n

(8) For any presentation G = (xx, —,x„: rx,---, r,„) of the group of a link /, its n x m
Jacobian matrix ati/r0, A**=\\\l/q)(drtldxj)\\
is called the Alexander matrix of/[3, II]. By the
dth elementary ideal, ed(A't"1')(d^ 1), of A^ is meant the ideal generated by the minor determinants of A of order n—d. Since ed is an invariant of a link type /, it may be called the
elementary ideal of/. In particular, sd(Ae) will be called the rfth reduced elementary ideal, denoted by fid(/). £i(0 is a principal ideal and its generator A(r) is called the reduced Alexander
polynomial [1].
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L-principal minor M* of the matrix M of I with respect to L has the following
properties [13]:
(5.1) (1) No elements on the diagonal of M* are zero and they are of the
same sign e.
(2) All elements except those in the diagonal of M* are of the same sign —e
or 0.
(3) The sign of the sum of all elements of each row and column is e or 0.
(4) For any /n, 1 _: m ^ n, there exists the number q such that the sign of
the sum of the first m elements on qth row and qth column in M* is e.
Then we can show that detM* > 0 [13]. Since eM* + eM*' and all its principal minors have the properties (5.1 ) (l)-(4), we see that det[(eM* + eM*')(12- ••if]
> 0, 1 _: i g n. Thus to calculate the signature a of the matrix eM* + eM*',
we can select a cr-series of eM* + eM*'as A¡ =(eM* + eM*')(12 — ¿),1 ^ i ^ n.
Therefore, |er(/)| = |o-(eM* + eM*')| = | Z?r0lsign(detA¡.detAi+1)l
= n. Since n
is the rank of M*, i.e., the degree of A(r), Lemma 5.2 is proved.
Lemma 5.2 is extended to any alternating link as follows.

Theorem 5.3.

Let I = lx *l2* — */m+x. Then
m+ 1 W(—1

ail) = Z
Z signa«.
¡=i p=i
This formula simplifies the calculation of o(/) for alternating links.
Proof. Let W¡ and W} be two different a-regions in a Seifert domain Dk. Wt
and Wj are said to be connectible if there are two points P¡ and Pj on fF¡ and W¡
respectively and if these two points can be joined by a simple polygonal arc a.i}
such that
(5.2) «¡j is contained in a jS-region B except for P¡ and Pj} i.e., afj- does not
intersect L except at P¡ and P}.
<x¡jwill be called a joining arc between the connectible regions W¡ and W}.
Now let us replace aiy by a sufficiently narrow (untwisted) band ß such that two
arcs, ßx and ß3 say, among the four arcs ßx, ß2, ß3 and ß4 contained in ß, are
in IF¡ and IF,-respectively, and that ß2 and ß4 are in B. Since B is a ß-region,
ß can be oriented in such a way that the orientation induced on ß from ß is consistent with that of ßx and ß3. Thus we obtain an oriented link/' =il —ißx U/?3))
u iß2 u ß4). The link type of /' is independent of the choice of <xusatisfying (5.2).
/' will be called the link obtained by connecting W¡and IF,-.Since a diagram If of
/' is of the form L = (L- iß'x u ß£) uiß'2 uß'A), p(j?,.) = ß\, the number of the
a-regions in S2 —If is one less than in S2—L. And the L-principal minor N*
of /' is given as follows.

(5.3) If M* is the L-principal minor of / of type iqi,---,qm+i),

then

AT*=Miqx-qk_xqkiqk.qk
+ x -qm + x), where qk) and qk] are the order of row
and column corresponding to IF¡ and W¡ in M.
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We are now in position to prove the theorem. We may assume without loss
of generality that the a-regions Wy, —, Ww.in D¡ are ordered in such a way that
(5.4) WJ+y is connectible with at least one of Wy,---,W¡ for j = l,—,

w¡ — 1.
It is clear that a diagram of the link obtained from an alternating link by connecting two a-regions is also alternating.

r = l,-,m

+ 1 and/(0)=0.

s = 1,2, ...,/(m

+ 1). For any s, 1 z%s ^/(m

rsuch that/(r)</(m

Let us define /(r)

= Z/= t (w¡ — 1),

Set Fs = M*(f(m + 1) - s 4- l,-,/(m

+ 1)) for

+ 1), there exists a unique integer

+ l) - s + 1 £f(r + 1), 0 ^ r ^ m + 1. Then det(Fs-zp;)

will be considered as the reduced Alexander polynomial, denoted by As(z), of
the alternating link l(s). /(s) is the link whose diagram L(s) is obtained from L
by considering each of r Seifert domains Dx, ■••,£), as one /?-region and by connecting (9)/(m + 1) - s —fir) + 1 connectible a-regions Wy,---,Wf(m+y)_s_nr) + y.

Therefore from (4.10) and Corollary 1.40 in [13], we have
sign(detFs)
(5-5)

-

signA(s)(0)

j= sign detMr+lr+1(12-.-nwr+1)
L

m+ i
[]
det^»W
u=r+2

-.
.
J

where n =/(m + 1) - s —fir) + 1.
Since the sign of any diagonal element in Ma is constant and since it depends
only on i, we can denote it by s¡. We have then

iiV"'"1-<RV"1

a(1)(0)

(5.6)

_

m+1

= det[er+1iGrr+1_r+1(12-wwr+1)]

\~\

det[euJ0„u(wJ].

u=r+ 2

Since each factor in the right-hand side in (5.6) is positive (cf. Lemma 5.2), it

follows
sign(detFs)
f<H\

{->■!)

=

signA(s)(0)

—

owr+l-»/-l

—

Slgn^a,,+

— er+l

...„Wm+l-l

£ra+l

1 n+y

«VVr+1-l,Wr+l-lall

awm+l-l,»Vm+l-l)-

Since for any s, 1 = s =/(m 4-1), det(Fs + F's )#0 from Lemma 5.1, we can
select a series of principal minors Fs + F's of M* + M*' as its rr-series. Then

from (2.4) and (5.7), it follows
(9) It is clear that the link type of a link obtained by connecting some number of connectible
a-regions is independent of the order of connection.
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/(m+D-l

<r(M* + M*') =

Z

sign[(det(Fs

+ F's)• det(Fs + x + F's+ x )]

s= l

= Z sign (det Fs- det Fg+1)
S

= Zsignía^V.Ui-)^/,!,^-)
5

= Z signa^+Vi+i-

q-e.d.

s

Remark.
Theorem 5.3 is valid for a splittable alternating link.
From Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.3, it follows
Theorem

5.4.

Let I be an

alternating

link

and

let I = lx*--- * lm+x.

Then
ail) = <K'i)+-+o-(/m+i).
This theorem is not necessarily true for nonalternating
Now let T be the reflected inverse, the so-called mirror
/, and let M and M' be the matrices of I and V. Then it
nition that M'* + M'*' is S-equivalent
to -(M*

links.
imaged link, of a link
is clear from the defi+ M*r), and hence

ail') = —ail). Thus we have
(5.8) If I is amphicheiral,
i.e. if I and I' are of the same type, then

<r(0= 0.
From Lemma 5.2 and (5.8), it follows
Theorem 5.5. If I is a nonsplittable
amphicheiral unless I is a trivial knot.

special alternating

link, then I is not

This was a conjecture of the author [15].
Finally we prove the following

Theorem 5.6. Let k be any
|A(-l)|=(-l)m
(mod4).

knot. If

\o(k)\ m 2m (mod4)(10),

iAen

Proof. As we noted at the end of §4, the Alexander polynomial A(r) of k is
given by

A(í) = íAdet(M*-íM*'),
where X is an integer and A(0) ¿ 0. Therefore | A(-1)| = |det(M* + M*')\. Let
det(M* - tM*') = c0 + cxt + ••• 4- cdtd, where d is even, c¡ = cd^¡ (0 g i ^ d) and
c0 may be zero. Since |o(M* + M*')| =2m (mod4), from the definition there
is a unimodular matrix R of rational numbers such that
(io) For any knot k, o{k) is always even.
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«i

a„

(5.9)

#(M* + M*')R' =
~a„

eby
Eb4q+lm

J

where a¡, a) and bk > 0Í11), e = ± 1 and d —2n + 4q + 2m. Thus we see that
det(M*

+ M*,)=(-l)"e4i+2ma1-fl„a;-a,;A1-A49

+ 2m=(-l)',a1

-

A4, + 2m.

Therefore we see

sign[det(M* 4- M*')] =(-!)"

(5.10)

On the other hand, since det(M* + M*') = Z; =0(-l)JCj and det(M* - M*')
= Zy =ocy = 1, it follows that

det(M*4-M*') = 2 Z (-D^ + i-l^V.+a.+.-i
j=0
W2)-l

= 2 z

(5.11)

(-iyCj.+(-i)n+m

7=0

r

1-2

L

W2)-l

ZcJ

J=0

-1

J

= (-l)"+m(mod4).

Therefore we obtain from (5.10) and (5.11),

|A(-1)|

= \detiM* + M*')\
= sign[det(M* -I-M*')] • det(M* + M*')
= (-l)"(-l)"+mi(mod4)
= (-l)m(mod4).

q.e.d.

This theorem implies that if |<r(fc)| = 2 (mod4) then the square free part of
| A(—1)| must contain a prime number p of the form 4s + 3. Therefore, in this
case the nonamphicheirality of a knot is shown by means of the Minkowski
unit Cp of the quadratic form [7], [16]. However if <r(fc)= 0 (mod4), the Minkowski unit may be powerless. The knots 936 and 943 are in this case (12) [16].
(u) For,det(Af* + M*') # 0.
(12) The signatures of these knots are ± 4.
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6. Nullity of links of some kind. Let / be a splittable link : t m ¡to l3, i¡ being
links. Take a small arc a¡ on each /¡ and join <xxand <x2in S3 by a band)? that does
not intersect I except at otx and a2. We can give a direction to ß so that
(Zt —ax) u(Z2 —a2) u(j$ —ctx —a2) = Z' is an oriented link. T will be called the
link obtained by joining lx,l2 at otx,ot2by a band /? and denoted by /' = Z, © Z2.
Although the type of Zt ©Z2 is not determined by that of each Z¡, we shall see
later that some invariants are determined by that of each Z¡. It is clear that
(6.1) TAe multiplicity of lx Q l2 is less than that of lxo Z2by one.
The product lx # l2 of lx and Z2in the sense of [8] and [17] is a kind of lx(&l2.
This joining operation will be extended to the multiple case as follows. Let
Z= lxol2o---oln, n2:2. Then lx ©Z2 © •■•©/„ is a link obtained from Z by
joining consecutively Z¡and Zi+1 (i = 1, •••,n —1), at a¡ and a/+1 by a band ßt,
where a,- and a'¡ are disjoint arcs on l¡, and /?¡ meets Z only in a¡ and a,'+i- In
this section a link of this kind will chiefly be considered.
First we shall prove the following
Lemma 6.1.

TAe nullity of a link I is not greater than its multiplicity

¡i.

Proof. It is well known [18], [21] that Z can be spanned by a connected
orientable surface F in S3. Let the genus of F be A. Then the reduced Alexander
matrix Ait) of Z is equivalent to a (2A + p — 1) x (2A + p) matrix [21]
,Axxit)

AX2it)

Ox

U21(i)

A22H)

0/'

where Axxit) is a 2A x 2A matrix. Since det/ln(l) = 1 [21], det^n(-l)
# 0,
which implies rank Ai-l)^2h.
Thus we see n(Z)= n(/l(-l))g2A+p-2A=p.
q.e.d.
The following lemma is fundamental in the following sections.
Lemma 6.2.

Let I be a link consisting

of p links h, •••,!„ of the form:

Ij «■lj fi © h ,i © ■•■©O.mj'wAere ZJ>0and ljk (fc>0) denote links and trivial
knots respectively, and these ljtk (fe>0) are separated from one another (m¡ may
be zero). Then
(1) n(Z) = n(Zi>0 u-vjZ„j0).

(2) // nil) = d, íAe díA reduced elementary ideal êd(Z)of I is of the form:
ed(l) = e"j(Zi>0u— uZ^/ÍO/O-1),

wAere /(r) denotes an integral

polyno*

mial on t and f(l) = ± 1.
Proof. Let G be the group of Z,i.e. G = nxiS3 — Z). We shall first give a presentation of G. We may assume without loss of generality that the diagrams
Lj k ik >0) of lj¿ are circles in S2 and that the diagrams Lp q of lp q are separated
from one another in such a way that one of two components into which S2 is
divided by LJkik > 0) contains no diagrams Lpq.
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Now starting from the well-known Wirtinger presentation of G, after applying Tietze transformations, we have finally the following presentation (cf. [21]).

G = iaiJtk, 1 ^ i = p, 0 íjz% m», 1 ^ k ^ XtJ,

BlJik,

1.á i ¿ /*, 0 á / á mt-1,

Pii0ik, lgláM,

(6.2)

1 á feá v,j :

l = fc^A¡j0,

su>4, i = ¿^ p, i ¿y á «i, i á feá A,-,,,
ru¿, l = i^p, 0á/áro,-l,
láfeáv-j-1,

r/u,
(1)

iá*s**, 0áiá»«i-i)
(2)

J> Bu.-

3-

"o" -e-

&

'..M

a './.A<.J

Äj-i

P.q.r

a¡J.k+l

(4)

(3)

B?.?.»•—

Cl

'P.q.r

■A

-9-

#
•i.J.ff

(5)

i.y

J,Cl,j+

^r-

B,',/,*+!

1

Btj,k + 2

%)/','*:^-

ii / s
///
/*<•'

\ W

III l

4JÎL

i.j.M.j

>

"ij.l

•i.j

tfc

>+ 1 .o-i.y+ , + J

!'«♦!

Figure 1
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(1) a(jj¡ axe elements of G represented by loops going once around arcs of
Z¡j in the positive direction.
(2) B¡j k are elements of G represented by loops going once around bands
ßu positively^3) that connects li} with /¡J+i. See Figure 1.
(3) Relators are of the forms (e = ± 1):
(i) For k < Xit0,
Rl.O.k

— at,0,k^p,q,rai,0,k+l^-p,q,r>

and
"i,0,X,,o

whereXp¡q¡r

~

= ap>0,r or Bpqr.

(ii) For k¥=au,

ai,0,lt,oai,0,t"i,0,l'

See Figure

1(1)(2).

XitJ,
S'J.k

=

ai,j,k"p,q,rai,j,k+l"p,q.r>

and
Si,),<ri,} = ai,j,ai,jai,j,<>t,j+iBiJ-l,'>i,j-i>

StJA.i = aU¿t,ial.i,lBt,],f

See Figure l(l)-(3).
(1U)

A,;l

=

Pi,j,k-^p,q,r"i,j,k+l^p,q,r'

where Xpq<r = apq<T or Bpqr.

(iv)

See Figure

1(4).

ui,j = u¡,ja¡,jM,juÜai7Ai,<>i,j+i
+i>

where U¡j are relators corresponding to loops vtj in Figure 1(5).
Let Ait) be the reduced Alexander matrix corresponding to the presentation

(6.2) of the group G of link Z[3, II].
Now we shall study the contribution made to Ait) by the various type of relators. From now on, all the derivatives will be considered to be evaluated in
JZ(r), and only the nonzero contributions will be described [3,1]. Remark that
0(aiJ)t) = t and 0(BiJ>)t) = 1.

(6.3) (1) For k¥=Xifi,
dRj,o.fc _l j
Sai,o,k

ô =0 or ±1 according

dPj.o,k m _ t»
Sai0k+1

as Xpqr = Bpq>r or aPAJt.

||^

dXP,q,r

= e(í-l)oríí-l

according as o = 0 or not.
(13) ß,j is oriented in the direction from îtti to U,¡+í>
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For k =X¡0,
dRj,o,k _ j

ÔRj.o.k

^i.o,t

^i.o.i

_ .

SRi,o,k _ _ j
3Bi01

(2)
dS'J.'
For k¿trtj,

ÔSi,J,k
da¡,j,k+i

= 1

Sai,j,k

= -1.

X¡j,
S(Z-1),
Mp,q,r

dS,l.j.U.j

= 1,
(3)

ÔTi,j,k _

= -1.

dBU.i

dB¡,J-l,vt,J-,

S

ÔB¡J.k
S = 0 or ±1 according

as Xpqr = Bpqr or aPii>P.

dTi.j.k

dB¡,y,*+i
(4)

3U,j

= -1.
¿»¡.y
da¡,j,i,,i'

= 0iuu) + il-t)
= -1+(1-Z).

^ai,7 + i,ffi,>+i + i

If x^a^-^or

^a».j + i,<»(,j+ i + i

aiJ+lt#lu4l+1,

then

Öx

l

'

dx '

For convenience sake, we introduce the following notations. For 1 z%i, a g p,
Raii,0:a,ß)

=

dF»j,o,fc
^aa,ß,y "lStSAi.o,

lâïâ*«,/»

for 0 g /? = m.
RBii,0:<x,ß) =

d*..o.

dB,.P.?

lá*gAl,o.

lgygï,,,,

for 0 = ß ^ ma - 1.
Saii,j:ot,ß)

=

ssu¿
da t,ß,y

nl£k£X,,j,i£ySX„,ß

for lgj'^m,,

O^ß^m,.
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Sg(i,j:<x,ß)

dB,

lá*á^l,J,láVáv«,/>

for lg/^/n;,

O^ß^m.-l.

ôT,¡J.k

W,j:*,ß)=

da n.ß.y

'I i á*áv¡,j-1,

i gySA«,/i

for 0^/gmi-l,
TBii,j:ot,ß)

405

=

STij,k

II

dBx.ß.y

Nlá*á»í.J-l,lSvS'»».í

0^/3 = m.

for 1 ^7 = m,-- 1, 0 ^ /? = ma - 1.

UJLl,0:ot,ß)

ôa„„ „

lejél*i-l,l&r¿*m,$

for lg ß <//!„.
UBii,0:x,ß)

Wu

=

dBx,ß,y

Hl Sj'Smi-1,

1 áyav,,/j

for lgjS^m.-l.
Now, from (6.3) we see easily that

(6.4) (1) Raii,0:«,ß)=0

i//?#0,

and the matrix

Rail,0:1,0) ». RJLl,0:pfl)

lRaip,0:l,0)
is /Ae reduced Alexander

-Raip,0:p,0) J

matrix of Z10 u ■••ui„p0.

(2) Saii,j:<x,ß) =0 if iUj) # («,/?), and Saii,j:i,j)

are iXu x AfJ) matrices

of the forms:

1 -1
0 1

-1

0

1 -1
0 . . .0
1

(3) T„ii,j:a,ß) = 0 for any ii,j) and (a,/?).
(4) TB(i,/:«,/?) = 0 if (i,j) ¿ (ot,ß) and TBii,j:i,j)
trices of the forms :

are (vM - 1) x vf>J ma-
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-1
-1

tsi.i.->.

where Ç = vtJ - 1 and oiJ¡k =0 or ±1.
Thus Ait) is of the form

S.

sB

0

TB

uB)
Now consider the matrix Saii,j:i,j).
Add the first column to the second and
then the second to the third and so on, and then add all rows to the last. Thus
Sa(iJ:i,j) is transformed into the (1;J - 1) x iX¡ ¡ - 1) identity matrix bordered
by one zero column and row. By applying such a transformation to all Saii,j : i,j),
Ait) is transformed into the matrix that is equivalent in JZ(Z) to the following

Raii,0:a,0)

A'it)

0

RBii,0:a,ß)

0

0

S'Bii,j:a,ß)

0

0

TBii,j:a,ß)

lUaii,0:a,0)

Vaii,0:a,ß)

UB(i,0:a,ß)

where S' and V are defined as follows:
(6.5)

S'B(i,j:a,ß)

are 1 x va ß matrices

of the forms:

S'BU,j:«,ß)= (Z
\* = 1 ||^0ax,ß,l
U'ai¡,0:a,ß)

are m¡ x 1 matrices

of the forms:
K,p

pijr

,=1

dax,ß,y

y

U'aU,0:a,ß) =

- kZ= l //"'*
UJSa,ß.va,ß I).

0,Ji,o^

J
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|| U'a(i,0:a,fi)\XÚÍA%liX¿¡,¿mit¡ is the square

matrix of degree Z^i/n,-Next consider the matrix TBii,j:i,j). Add the first column that is multiplied
by t-*5''''1 to the second and then the second multiplied by t~St'J,:i to the third
and so on. Thus TBii,j: i,j) is transformed into the (v¡j - 1) x (v¡ ¡ — 1) identity
matrix with one zero column. By applying such a transformation to all TB, Ait)
is transformed into the matrix that-is equivalent to the following

[ Ra(i,0:ot,0)

A"it) =

0

Uaii,0:a,0)

0

RÜi,0:a,ß)

0

S'B(i,j:a,ß)

U'a(i,0:oc,ß)

U'B(i,0:ot,ß) J

where S"Bii,j:ct,ß) is a 1 x 1 matrix of the form

S'B(i,j:a,ß)= (Z^Z
\y = l

(6.6)

|f^

k = l oan,ß,y I

.

Let us denote
U'a(i:x) = ¡U'Jii,0:ot,ß)l1SBSmm

and
S'Bii:cc) =

\\S'Bii,j:a,ß)\\Xejgmt0Sßemii_x.

Both matrices are m¡ x ma matrices.

||S¿'(i:a)||

is a square matrix of degree

Now to prove Lemma 6.2, we shall prove the following :

[/;(/: a)' = -S£(a:i),

(6.7)

where the bar over a symbol denotes the so-called conjugation

M in JZ(i) iAar replaces t in M by r_1.
Proof of (6.7). Let us denote

U'a(i:ot) = Ilx P,«l|lSpgm¡»

lSjSm,

and
S'B(cc:i)

=

||yP,s||i=rám

iásám¡

Then we must prove that xp q = — yq p.

From (6.5) and (6.6) it follows that
(6.8) (1) For i j= a., or i = a and | q —p | > 1,
n
X

oa„„ „

„ _x oax

p-i

[6] of a matrix
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and
Vi.p-l

>.,.,

50

Vi,p-1

yq,p= Z t" Z -^M-í-=(t-l)
y= l

Z t'Ma,a:Z,p-l,y),

t = l cai,p-l,y

y= l

V|,„-l

where ny = -

£<r,,¿C(,-1|{j and

>-(a,g:»,p-l,y)
(2)

=-5-

L

t — 1 k = l dB¡ p_! y

For i = a and |q —p\ = 1,
*l,l>-l

xp.p.1=

3TT

■ll.P-l

Z ^y= l

= ö(ui,p_l) + (l-z)

oai,p-l.y

y = l °"i.p-l,y

4..í5EL..,^tStí1
*P.P
y = l cai.p.y

v¡,p-i

=

A<.„

y = l Cai,p,y
ae

Z z" Z -=p*¿-

y= l

t = l otsi,p-l,y

vpp+1 = Z z"" Z
y= l

a..

Z £*=!-

£^-

1 = 1 oai,p,y

= zi'-''Vi--'+(z-l)0PtP(z),

= -i4'.'--"-+(i-i)*„+1(ö.

First we consider the case where i # a or i = a and | p —q \ > 1. Since

= (1_r1)Z

y

ô^-

v^x.q.y

= z-1(z-i)Z^^-,
y

•"*« ,«,y

to prove (6.7) it is sufficient to show that

(6.9)

-t-'Z

^^

= Z z'^^p-l.y).

Let us denote

(6.10)

Suitp-i_

. ¿1 ......
r-""1 = 8ytl¡
+ - + ej¿<
da*.q.y

and
(6.11)

Z t*Tyia,q:i,p-l,y)
y

= 5tr«4+ - + öft*>.

Then from (6.3)(2)(4) and (6.8)(1), d,zj,1C,¡,f,bkand /,. are interpreted as follows.
(6.12)(1) d is the absolute sum (14) of the number of times that the band
(14) Let P and iv"be the number of times that a band ß crosses (under or over) some L,.j
from left to right and from right to left respectively. Then P + N and P — N will be called the
absolute sum and algebraic sum of the number of times that ß crosses (under or over) LitJ.
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ßi p- x crosses under Lxq. That is to say, each term of the left hand side of (6.9)
appears each time ßi<p-x crosses under Lx q.

(2)

e¡ = +1 or —1 according as ßip-x crosses under Lxq from right to left

or from left to right.
(3) Let us suppose that e/?J corresponds to a crossing of ßip-x and Lxq.
Then —t} is the algebraic sumi14) of the number of times that the sub-band
/?' of ßi „_! bounded by this crossing and the arc af'p, at where ßt p-x is attached
to Z¡p(13), crosses under any LUs plus (e¡ — l)/2.

(6.13)(1) / is the absolute sum of the number of times that the sub-band
ßi,p-i,y of pYp-i corresponding to an element Bip_x v of G (see Figure 1(4))
crosses over LXA. That is to say, each term of the right hand side of (6.9) appears
each time ßip_Xy crosses over Lxq.
(2)

ôk is + 1 or —1 according as ftp,,,,

crosses over Lxq from right to left

or from left to right.
(3) Suppose that 5ktXkcorresponds to a crossing of /?¡,p-i,, and Lxq. Then
/k is the algebraic sum of the number of times that the sub-band ß" of ßi,p-i
bounded by this crossing and a-jP crosses under any L, s plus icak — l)/2, where
cokis + 1 or — 1 according as L(>scrosses between p\,p-i,y and ßiiP-lty+x from
right to left or from left to right, and cak= + 1 if another band passes through

between them.
Let us denote by Pxj (or OJi) the algebraic sum of the number of times
that a band ßuj crosses over (or under) an Lxß iß > 0). Then from the assumption
on a diagram of Zit is easy to show that

(6.14) Px-?„= - Q'xJßfor i*<x,ori
= aandß*j±l.
Further, Z can be deformed isotopically so that (6.14) holds for all (ij) and
(a,/?).
We are now in position to prove (6.9). From (6.12) and (6.13) it follows that
if the band ßiiP-x successively(15) crosses over (or under) LXA,then two terms

corresponding to these crossings cancel each other. Suppose that ßitP-i alternatingly crosses Lxq, and that ßitP-x first crosses under Lxq and then crosses
over Lxq. Let erc and ôtx be the terms corresponding to these crossings
which are terms in (6.10) and (6.11) respectively. Then it is easy to show that
e = —ô and / = —C — 1. Thus these two terms cancel each other in the equation
(6.9). In this way, two terms in (6.9) cancel each other. This proves (6.9).
In the case where i = et and p = q ± 1, from (6.8)(2), we can prove (6.7) by
almost the same way. Thus proof of (6.7) is completed.
Now we consider the matrices U'a = || L7^(í:a)||ls¡FÍ[¿/„andSa = ||SB(i:a)||lái)IIg)I.

From (6.3)(4) and (6.8) it follows that [tJ^(i:a)]( = 1 =0 if i ¿ a and
(15) ßi.p-i may cross over or under other bands.
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0

[_U'a(i:i)l=y =
0

' . ' .

1

-U

Thus we have det(L/á), = i = + 1. Hence U'a and S'B are nonsingular. Denoting
detU'a =/(z), from (6.7) and the form of ^4"(z), we obtain Lemma 6.2.
The following lemma is proved by almost the same method as is used in Lem-

ma 6.2.
Lemma 6.3.

n(/. ©/2)=

n(/x) + n(l2) — 1.

Moreover,

if

n(ly) = a,

and

n(l2) = A, zAen
ea+b-i(h®l2)

where f(l)=

= ëa(ly)sb(l2)f(t)f(rl),

±1.

This lemma was proved in [20] for the special case where /, is a knot and l2

is a trivial knot.
Lemma 6.4.

n(lyOl2) = n(/<) + n(l2).

Proof is easy from the definition.
7. Signature of linksof some kind. Let /"be a link consisting of p knots ky,---, kß.
By joining two knots, k¡ and k¡ say, by a band ß, we have a link /' consisting of
p — 1 knots ky,---, kx-y, k', kl + i, •■»,kj„u kJ+1, —, /<„.Then the signatures of /
and /' are related to their nullity as follows.

Lemma 7.1. (1) \n(l')- n(l)\ g 1.
(2) // | n(V) - n(l)\ = 1, then a(l) = a(V), and otherwise \ o(l) - a(l')\ = 1.
Proof. Let L' be a diagram of /"', i.e. an image of a regular projection p of V.
The image piß) of a band ß is divided into a number of a- and ß-regions. We
can take a projection p such that L' is connected and that there exists a /?-region B
in piß) as is shown in Figure 2. Two a-regions IF, and W2 adjacent to a ß-region B
belong to the same Seifert domain and they are connectible. It is clear that a
H7

"1

Lf/

"2

Figure 2
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diagram L of I can be represented by that obtained from L' by connecting
Wx and IF2. Therefore, by the definition, the matrices M and M' of I and T are

given by (cf. (5.3))
'u

M
\M2X

M' =

M 22

i>u

Mi;

'21

m:.

M21

where alx = bxx + b12 + b21 + b22 and M22 =M22. The first and second rows
and columns of M' correspond to Wx and IF2 respectively. Let us take the L-principal minor M* and M'* of M and M' as follows:
M*

= M(la2-am+1)

= M22(q2-l-qm+x-l)

and
M'* = M'(la2

+ l-am+1

+ l).

Consider the symmetrized matrices N and N' of M* and M'*. N is a principal
minor of N'. To determine the signatures of / and V, our consideration will be
divided into several cases.

Case I. detA#0.
Let r = rank A7. Hence n(A)=0.
Let Ao.Aj,—,AP = N be a er-series of N.
Since A is a principal minor of N', rank A' _ rank A = r and rank A' ^ r + 1.
(i) Suppose rank A' = r, i.e. n(N') = 1. Then detA' =0. Thus we may select
a cr-series of A' as that of A. We have, then, n(N') - n(N) = 1 and a(N') = a(N).
(ii) Suppose rank N' = r + 1, i.e. n(N') = 0. Since detN' # 0, we selec a
o-series {A-} of A' as follows:

A; = A;,

i =0,1, •••,/",

andAr+1=A'.

Then we see that
o-(jV') = o-(A) + sign (det Ar • det A') = o"(A) ± 1.
Thus in this case the lemma is true.
Case IL det A =0.
Let s = rank N and let «(A) = q. There is a unimodular
such that

TNT' =

(P 0^

V0 0,

where P is an s x s matrix and nonsingular.

Thus we see

Ílb*
(o t]n'(ot7

=

px

p\

p

p\

0

p2

integral matrix T
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where Px =(by •■■bs) and P2 =(AJ+1 •■•As+g) are 1 x s and 1 x q matrices respectively. Since P is nonsingular, it follows that sz^rankN'zí
s + 2. Let
A0, A1; —, As = P be a cr-series of P. We select a <r-series {A'¡}of N' as follows:
(i) If rank AT' = s + 2, there is a nonzero element, bs+ y say, in P2. A[ is de-

fined, then, as follows:

a; = a¡,

z=o,i, —,s,

and
A/
- D
- ( 2¿>22 f - )
A»+ l - Us+1 - I p,
p J

and

2A22

K+
s+2

Pl

P\

P

bs+l

0

&S+l]

o
o

Then we see
(7.1)

o-(N') = tr(N) + sign(detA's-detA;+1)

+ sign(detAs'+1 -detA;+2).

Since sign(detA^) = -sign(detAj+2), the last two terms in (7.1)cancel each other.
Hence ct(N') = cr(N). In this case n(N') = s + q + l-(s
+ 2) = q-land

n(AT)= q. Thus n(N) -n(N') = l.
(ii) If rank AT'= s 4- 1, then P2 = 0 and Ds+l is nonsingular. Thus {A'J can
be defined as follows: A/ = A¡, i = 0,1,—,s, and A¿+1 =DS+1. It is clear that
|<r(A0- ct(N')\ = 1 and n(N) = n(N').
(iii) If rank N' = s, then P2 = 0 and £>s+1is singular. Thus A[ is defined
as A¡. Then a(N) = ct(AT')and n(N') - n(A/) = 1.
Thus the lemma is completely proved.
From the definition of the matrix of a link, it follows immediately that
Lemma 7.2.

oilyol2)

— o-(/,) + cr(/2).

Lemma 7.3. ail y© l2) = o(ly) + o-(/2).
Proof. Apply Lemma 7.1 to the case l=lyOl2 and /' =ly®l2. Since, from
Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4, n(/,o/2) = nfly) + nil2) and n(/t©/2) = n(/t) + n(/2) - 1,
we see from Lemma 7.2 that oily © l2) = o(lyO l2) = a(lt) + cr(l2).

q.e.d.
Corollary

7.4. crily#l2) = aily) + cr(/2).

8. Slice links. Let H(ab), Hlab), HiaM and H[a 6] (- oo ^ a, b g <x>)be subspaces of the 4-sphere S4 defined as follows :
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a<x4<b},

Hla,b) = {XI a = *4 < k} ,
H(a,bi=

{x\

a<x4^b},

Hla,bi=

ix\

a^x4^b}.

In particular, Ha means
Consider a polyhedral
position in S4 and cut
can assume without loss

a hyperplane Hlaai.
locally flat connected orientable surface(16) Fin general
it by the family of hyperplanes H„ —co < / < co. We
of generality that there are only finite number of t-values
that are singular. A singular hyperplane may intersect F in an isolated point,
which may be either a maximum or minimum for the height, called an extreme
point, or it may intersect F in a graph with just one node, which is of order
four. These nodes are called saddle points. Extreme points or saddle points
will be called singular points.
Let a link Z be the boundary of F. Then F is said to be in normal position
in S4 if F is placed in such a way that

(8.1)(1) FcA^lj
for a sufficiently large n > 0 and Z<=FnH0.
(2) All minimal points lie on H_x.
(3) All maximal points lie on H„.
(4) All saddle points are in f/(0 n)and they are ordered in order of their heights.
It is obvious that given a surface F we can deform it into a surface that is in
normal position.
Now a knot k is called a slice knot if Ais a cross section of a locally flat 2-sphere
F in S4 with H, for some t, —oo < t < oo [4]. The object of this section is to
give a necessary condition for a given knot to be a slice knot by means of the
signature of the knot. Up to the present the following conditions are known
(17) [4].

(8.2) // k is a slice knot, then its Alexander polynomial
/(í)/(í-1)
and its Minkowski units are always + 1.

is of the form

Let k be a slice knot, i.e. there exists a 2-sphere F such that F n Ht = k for
some í. Put F in normal position. Let kt = F C\Ht. From (8.1)(1), A is a component of a link k0 = FC\H0. Exactly, k0 is of the form: k0 = k o ixo —o im,
where t¡ denotes a trivial knot and m is the number of the minimal points. It
is easy to see that if Hiab) has no saddle point of F, then any two links k, and
kv, a <t,t' < b, are of the same link type. If H, has a saddle point, then the
saddle point transformation gives rise to the following transformation on two
links kt-e and kt+e for a sufficiently small number e > 0:
(16) By a surface is meant a tamely imbedded 2-manifold with or without boundary.
(17) Recently the second condition was obtained by J. J. Andrews. See The Minkowski

unit of slice knots, Abstract 599-20, Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 10 (1963), p. 253.
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k'ok" -> k'®k"
or conversely. Moreover, it is clear that fc„_£is of the form: fc„_£= t,o ..-o ir, r
being the number of the maximal points. From these observations, we have

the following
Lemma 8.1. If a knot k is a slice knot, then a knot of the type k ©«©•••©(
is isotopic to the knot of the type i © ••■®t,for some number of trivial knot t's.
The definition and this lemma can be extended to links in the folio wing form [5].
Definition
8.1. (1) A link / of multiplicity p is called a slice link in the strong
sense if / is a cross section of a union of p disjoint locally flat 2-spheres in SA.
(2) A link / is called a slice link (in the ordinary sense) if / is a cross section

of a locally flat 2-sphereinS4.
(3) A link / is called a slice link in the weak sense if / bounds a locally flat
(not necessarily connected) surface of genus 0 in i/[t œ), — oo < Z< oo.
Lemma 8.2. (1) // a link I = ky u — uk^is a slice link in the strong sense,
then the link I' consisting of knots of the type kx © i © •■•© i is isotopic to the

link of multiplicity p of the type (i © ••• ©¿)o •••o(t © ••■©t), where all k¡
and i's are separated from one another.

(2) // a link I is a slice link, then the link I" obtained from V, of the type
considered in (1), by joining suitably

its components by bands is isotopic to a

link of multiplicity p' (<; p) of the type (t © ••• ©i)o —o(t© — ©¿).
(3) // a link I is a slice link in the weak sense, then I" constructed
above is isotopic to a knot of the type t © í © — © t.

in (2)

Obviously, if a link is a slice link in the strong sense, it is a slice link in the
ordinary sense, and further it is also a slice link in the weak sense. The converse
is true in the restricted cases as follows [5].
(8.3) If k is a slice knot in the weak sense, then k is a slice knot in the strong
sense. If I is a slice link of multiplicity 2 in the ordinary sense, then it is a slice
link in the strong sense.
We are now in position to give some necessary conditions for a given link
to be a slice link in any sense.

Theorem 8.3.

// a knot k is a slice knot, then oik) =0.

This is a corollary of the following
Theorem 8.4. // / is a slice link of multiplicity p in the strong sense, then
nil) = p and oil) = 0. Moreover, £„(/) is a principal ideal that is generated by

an element of the form /(t)/(Z_1), /(l) = ± 1.
Proof.

For the link /' of multiplicity p constructed in Lemma 8.2(1), we see
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ail') = a[(kx ©/!,! © ••• © tlimi) u ••• u(fc„ ©(/lil © ••• ©/„.J]
t8-4)

= <7[(i©-©t)0-0(l©-©()]

=0.

Now from Lemma 6.2, we have n(l') = n(l). Since T is isotopic to a link of
multiplicity p, whose components are separated from one another, n(V) = p.

Therefore n(l) = p.
Next to prove a(l) =0,

it is sufficient to show

(8.5)
Consider

ail) = ail').
Z" = (Ai u— u A„)o ixx o ■■■otlim^of the multiplicity

p + 2Zf=xm}.

I" is obtained from I' by removing all bands connecting k¡ with t¡ x, and i, ¡ with
tij+x. Since /i(/") = n(At u — ulc^i
Z/=i m,- = p + S/=1m; and hence n(Z")
has the greatest value, we see from Lemma 7.1(1) that the nullity must increase
by one each time a band is removed. Thus from Lemma 7.1(2), we see that the
signature is unchanged.
Therefore
o-(Z")= a(/').
On the other hand,
o-(Z")=o-(l) + o-(t11)+ •" + o-(v,mw)= ff(0 • Thus we have cr(Z)=0.
That
è»(l) = (f(t)f(t~1 )) is clear from Lemma 6.2(2). This completes the proof of

Theorem 8.4.
Theorem

8.5.

If I is a slice link of multiplicity

p in the weak sense, then

\a(l)\^p-l.
Proof. Since T constructed

in Lemma 8.2(3) is isotopic to a knot of the
type t©— ©t, we see ail') = 0 and nil') = 1. Consider a link I" = (kx ©t© —
©e)u— *oikß@i© ••• ©t). T is obtained from l" by joining two components consecutively by a band. Since nil") = nikx u — ufcM);£ p from Lemma
6.2, wehave|o-(0|^P-l
from Lemma 7.1 and from the fact that cr(Z')=0. q.e.d.
Theorem 8.6. Let I be a link of multiplicity p consisting of v links lx,---,lv.
Suppose that every Z¡bounds a 2-cell C¡ in Hlt K)for a fixed t, — co < t < co,
and that the C¡ are disjoint from each other. Then |o-(Z)| g p — v.

Proof. As we see in Lemma 8.2(3), a link of the type Z¡©/©•••© t is isotopic to a link of the type «©•■•©« and these links are separated. Therefore
from Theorems 8.4. and 8.5, since nil)^v
and |o-(Z¡)| g ft - 1, p¡ denoting

the multiplicity of Z¡,we have
V

(8.6)

|o-(/)|S Z (Pi-D=
i =i

V

Z pi-v=p-v.

¡ =i

q.e.d.

From this theorem we have

Corollary

8.7. If lisa slice link of multiplicity p, then \a(l)\ g ¿(p —1).

Proof. Since Zis a cross section of a 2-sphere F in S4, Zbounds v and v', say,
disjoin1 2-cells in Hi0 x) and iZ(_œi0] respectively. Therefore from Theorem 8.6,
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weseethat|o-(/)| 1%p - vand|a(/)|
^ p - v'.SinceFisa2-sphere,v
Thus 2|ff(/)| = 2p-(v + v') = p-l.
q.e.d.
This corollary is strengthened as follows.

4- v' = p + 1.

Theorem 8.8. If I is a slice link, then ail) —0.
Proof will be given in the next section.
Finally consider a product of k with itself. From Corollary 7.4, we see

dk #k) = 2aik). Thus if k is a knot such that oik) # 0, then oik # k) ¥=0.
Therefore Theorem 8.3 implies that k#k is not a slice knot. In particular,
since for the trefoil knot k, oik) = ± 2, o(k # k) = ±4. Thus we have

Theorem 8.9.

A granny knot is not a slice knot.

Remark. It is well known
always a slice knot [4].

that the product of k with its mirror image is

9. Genus of a link. Let /"be an oriented link of multiplicity p in S3. I always
bounds an orientable connected tame surface F in S3 [18],[21]. The minimal
genus of these surfaces is called the genus of a link /, denoted by A(/). Then as

is well known, the following inequality holds [18], [21].
(9.1) TAe degree of the reduced Alexander

polynomial

of I is not greater

than 2h + p— 1.
Now since / bounds a surface F in S3, I always bounds an orientable locally
flat connected surface F in the upper half space H[0 >oo)in S4. The minimal genus
of these surfaces is an invariant of the link types. It is denoted by h*(l). Clearly

for any link

(9.2)

0 = A*(/)^A(/).

Moreover it is also clear

(9.3) A knot k is a slice knot if and only if h*(k) = 0.
Thus in (9.2) the inequalities cannot be replaced by equalities. For example,

for the stevedore's knot k [4], A*(fc)= 0 but A(fc)= 1.
The object of this section is to show a relation similar to (9.1). That is,
Theorem 9.1.

// a link I bounds v disjoint locally flat orientable

F¡ in tfro.oo)' then
V

(9.4)

|ail)| = 2 Z igenus ofF¡) + p-v.
i =i

Consequently the following

inequality

holds:

(9.5)

\oil)\S2h*il) + p-l.

surfaces
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Suppose that a link / of multiplicity p bounds a connected surface F. Let p and
q denote the number of extreme points and saddle points in F. Then we shall

show first that
Lemma 9.2.

2g = q — p + 2 — p, where g denotes the genus of F.

Proof. Proof will be completed by calculating the Euler characteristic x(F)[2,
p. 463, footnote (1)]. We may assume that F is in normal position. Consider the
1-complex K obtained by intersecting F with every singular hyperplane. Subdivide F by introducing the vertices and edges of K. Then any nonsingular
hyperplane Ht meets an equal number of faces and edges of the subdivided
surface F. Since F is bounded by p disjoint simple closed curves, x(F) = 2 —p —2g
of F is equal to the Euler characteristic xiK) of K. On the other hand, by the
assumption, each saddle point is a common point of only two simple closed
curves through it. Thus we see %iK) = ip + q + p) —i2q + u) = p — q. Hence we
obtain the required formula.
Let F be an orientable surface that consists of m connected components F¡.
Then by the genus, g(F), of F is meant the sum of the genera of F¡. Moreover,
v(F) denotes the number of connected components of F and p(l) the multiplicity
of a link /. Then from Lemma 9.2, we have immediately
(9.6) /// bounds an orientable surface F, then

2g(F) = q(F) - p(F) + 2v(F) - p(l),
where p(F) and q(F) denote the sum of the number of extreme points and saddle
points, respectively, of each connected component of F.
We are now in position to prove Theorem 9.1. Proof will be done by induction
on the genus of a surface F spanning /.
First of all, in the case where / bounds a surface of genus 0, the theorem is
true from Theorem 8.6. Suppose that the theorem is true for the genus of a
surface < g, and that / bounds a surface F of genus g(F) = g. We may suppose
F is in normal position. Let Ft = F n Hlt n]. Ft is a surface spanning a link (or
a linear graph). Then it is clear

(9.7) // Z< f, then g(Ft.) = g(Ft) = g(F.y) = g and v = v(F.) g v(F,,).
Now the genus of F, may be changed by one when the hyperplane Ht passes
through a saddle point. So we divide the set of saddle points in Finto two classes 51

and SBas follows.
(9.8) A saddle point s¡in Hti belongs to 31 if g(F,[+e) < «j(Ftj_e).Otherwise s¡
belongs to 23.
Let s„ be the saddle point in 31 with the lowest height and let sa be in Ha.
Clearly for a sufficiently small e > 0,g(Fa+t) = g(F) - l,whereFa+e = FnH[a[+e „y
Consider two links la _ „=F O Ha _ e and la+e=FC\Ha+t.
Then we shall show that

(9.9)

p(/I+.) = p(/a_J + 1 and v(Fa+t) = v(Fa_.).
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Let p, and qt denote the number of extreme points and saddle points

off,. We can see easily that p„_e = px+e,qx-E = qx+E + 1, and from Lemma 9.2,
the genera of Fa_E and Fa+t are given by
2g(Fa_c)

= 2g(F)

= qx.E-

Px.E + 2v(Fx_e)

- p(/a_E),

and
2g(Fx + E) = 2{g(F)-l}

=qx_e-)-Pai_e

+ 2v(Fx + e) - pilx + t).

Therefore we see that
<?a-e - Px-e

+ 2v(Fa_£)

- p(/a_E)

= qx-B - px-E + 2v(Fa + E) - pilx + e) + 1,

which reduces to
2{v(Fa_E)

- viFx + e)} = p(/a_£)

- pilx + E) + 1.

If v(Fa_£) < viFx + E), i.e. if viFx_E) + 1 = v(Fa + E), then

pilx_E) - p(/a + E) = -3,

which is impossible. Since v(Fa_E) _ v(Fa+E) from (9.7), we have viFx_E) = v(Fa+E)
and hence p(Za+E) = p(Za_E) + 1.
Now applying the assumption of induction to Fx + E, we have
\ailx + E)\ Í 2{giF)

(9.10)

- 1} + pilx + E) - v(Fa + E)

= 2g(F) - 2 + p(Z._E)+ 1 - KF.-J
= 2g(F) + p(Za_E)-v(Fa_E)-l.

On the other hand, since \oilx-E) — o(Za+£)| = 1 from Lemma 7.1, we have

(9.11)

\<ril,-j\

£ |ff(/.+,)| + 1 Ú 2g(F) + p(Za_£)- v(Fa_E).

Next we shall consider the changes of p(/t) and v(F,) when Ht passes through
saddle points in H(0 x), which belong to S. Let sß e Hß be an arbitrary saddle

point in Fß, 0 < ß < a. Since sß belongs to 25, g(F^_E) = giFß + E)= giF) for a
sufficiently small e > 0. Then we can prove the following (9.12) in the same way

as used in proof of (9.9).
(9.12) (1) pilß + E)= pilß-E)-lifandonlyifviFß
+ E)=viFß_E).
(2) pilß +E)= p(Zp_£)+ 1 if and only if v(Fi +E)- v(F,_.) + 1.
From Lemma 7.1 and (9.12), we see
(9.13) (1) //v(Fp + £) = v(T>_E), then\ailß + E)- ailß_E)\ = 1.
(2) // viFß + E) = v(Fp_£) + 1, íAen ailß + E) = ailß_t).
Suppose that there are u saddle points of F in H(0 x) such that the case (9.13)
(1) occurs when H, passes through each of them. Suppose that there are v saddle
points of F such that the case (9.13)(2) occurs. Further, since Z0is of the form
Zoixo •••oíp , r being the number of minimal points, we see that there are r saddle
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points such that when H, passes through each of these r points the following

equalities hold :
(9.14)

v(Fß_E)=v(Fß + e), p(lß^)=p(lß_E)+l,ando(lß

+ E)=a(lß_e).

Thus from (9.14) we have finally
k(/)|

= \o(l0)\i\o(la_e)\+u-r
g 2g(F) + p(la_t)-v(Fa_£)

(9.15)

= 2g(F) + {u(l^E) -v

+ u-r

+ u}-

{v(Fa-E) - v} - r

= 2g(F) + u(l0) - v(F0) - r

= 2g(F) + p(l) - v(F),
because p(l) = p(l0) — r and v(F0) = v(F). This proves (9.4).
Since v disjoint surfaces spanning a link / can be connected by joining them
by cylinders without changing the genus, h*(l) always satisfies the inequality

\o(l)\^2h*(l)

+ p(l)-l.

Thus Theorem 9.1 is completely proved.
Proof of Theorem 8.8. Since / is a slice link, there is a 2-sphere F such that
F n H0 = l. F is contained in Hr-„ „x for a sufficiently large number n > 0.
If if, ( —n Sí ' 2» n) contains neither saddle points nor extreme points, then
each of the two surfaces F* = FnH^^
and F,b = F n H[_nt-i is of genus 0.
Now let s be a saddle point of F and let seHt. Then we see that

(9.16) o(lt-e) = a(lt +e)for a sufficiently small e > 0.
For, if p(/f+£) = p(l,-s) + 1, then from (9.12) (2)

we obtain
v(F(#+£)= v(F,#_£)+1. If p(/, + E) =p(/(_6) — 1, then similarly we obtain
v((F(b+£)= v(Ftb_£)- 1. Thus a(lt+e) = (7(/(_£) in both cases.
For an extreme point meHu,

that
that

clearly tr(/„_£) =o-(/u+e). Thus it follows that

ail) = <t(F n H0) = oily _ £) = cr(to •••o t) = 0, where y denotes the largest value of
the heights of extreme points, q.e.d.
For a special alternating knot k, since 2A(fc) is equal to the degree of the
Alexander polynomial of k [1], [12], from Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 9.1, we have
Theorem 9.3.

For a special alternating

knot k,

h(k) = h*(k).
10. Unknotting number of knots. Let fcbea knot in S3 and let K be a diagram
of k. K has in general at least one double point. As is well known, any knot k can
be deformed into a trivial knot by employing a finite number of unknotting
operations T defined as follows [23].
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(T) Change an underpass into an overpass at a double point.
The minimum number of unknotting operations required to deform a given
knot into a trivial knot is called the unknotting number of A, denoted by w(fc).
The object of this section is to show the following

Theorem 10.1. For any knot k, |o-(A)| = 2u(/c).
Proof. Let kx be the knot obtained by employing once an unknotting operation
upon k. Then it is easy to see that the symmetrized matrices A and Nx of k and
kx with respect to their diagrams K and Kx are given as follows.
a

(10.1)

A

c

a - 2 c +2
c +2 A - 2

Ntl

c b

and Nx =

A,

I Nh

Nu

]

A,

Nh

The first and second rows and columns correspond to two a-regions Wx and IF2
that meet at the double point, at which the unknotting operation is applied.
Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality that L-principal minors of
N and Nx are given by
/

b

N*x2 \

/ 6-2

N* = (
) and A* = (
V A*2 N*22J
V A*2

A12 \

).

A2*2/

Let m be the number of rows of N22. To prove Theorem 10.1, it is sufficient to

show that

(10.2)

\oik)-aikx)\^2.

Proof will be done by dividing it into two cases.
Case I. det A$2 # 0.
Then rank N*2 = m. Let A0,A1,.--,Am = A|2 be the <r-series of N%2. Then
since det A* # 0 and det N* # 0, the cr-series of N* and N* are given by

(10.3)

Ao.A^-.A^A*

and A0,Alt-,Am,N*.

Therefore it follows | a(fc) - aikx) \ ^ 2.
Case II. detA*2=0.
The matrix N22 is the symmetric L-principal minor of the matrix of a link I
obtained from k by connecting Wxand IF,. Since the multiplicity of Zis two, rank
N22 = m - 1. Hence there is an integral unimodular matrix T such that

0 \
/ P ü
TN*2T'
where P is a nonsingular

0t :

=

Vo o /

matrix of rank m-1.

Consider two matrices Q and
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ß

=

[b

c °w °
V0 T /

Py p, 1

P'y P

V0 T*
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0

I Pi 0

0 .

and

1 0
ßi

-

0 T )<"■)

fA-2

P[

Pl

P'y'

P

0

0

0

=

IP,

Then, denoting the <r-series of P by A0,A1,--,Am_1 =P,
<T-seriesof Q and Qt as follows:

(P
A0,A15--,Am

=

we can select the

0\

Vo 0/

,

Am+1l=ß,

,

A'm+1 =

a

(10.4)
/P 0\
A0,A,,...,Aff

Vo 0/

ßi-

Then it is easy to show that

(10.5)

<r(ß)=o-(P)

and

<7(ß.) =o-(P).

Thus we see oik) = <t(Q) = oiQy) = cKfc,.). This completes

the proof

of

Theorem 10.1.
The following theorem is proved by a method similar to that used in proof of

Theorem 9.1.
Theorem 10.2. For any knot k, A*(/c)g=u(/c).
From Theorems 9.3 and 10.2, we have
Corollary

10.3. For any special alternating

knot k, \ oik) \ = degree of

Ait) = 2A*(fc)= 2A(fe)= 2uik).
From this corollary, we obtain
(10.6) TAe unknotting number of the torus knot of type (2n + 1,2) is just \n\.
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